The International Olympic Committee (IOC) OFFERS THE FOLLOWING VIDEO NEWS RELEASE TO ALL NEWS AGENCIES, BROADCASTERS AND ALL ONLINE PLATFORMS FREE OF CHARGE

**Story Headline:** Athletes from North and South Korea, Japan and China celebrate eve of 70th Olympic Day.

**Date:** 23rd June 2018

**Location:** Lausanne, Switzerland.

**DOWNLOAD Interviews in THREE languages:** Chinese, Japanese, Korean


**SHOT LOG & transcripts of soundbites:**

00:01 Venue in Lausanne, balloons in forefront, flags waving
00:06 Shots of Chinese and Republic of Korea Olympians playing a casual game of table-tennis.
00:13 Shots of local players playing doubles with visiting athletes
00:20 Shot of Olympic flag flying
00.23 Shot of runners stretching ahead of race, followed by warm-up exercises to music

00:41 Runners warming up on the start line
00.45 Visiting table-tennis players and IOC President Thomas Bach applauding the runners

00.54 Thomas Bach chatting to the compere, who counts down before Bach rings the starting bell

01.02 Shot of runners on start line beginning the race
01.11 Shot of Thomas Bach applauding the runners
01.15 Crowd shot, public and delegates mingling
01.17 Musicians playing, cuts to close-up of lead singer
01.25 Delegates and Thomas Bach standing during anthem playing

01:30 SOUNDBITE: Thomas Bach, IOC President (English Language)
“Olympic Day is, of course, an occasion to remind ourselves of the spirit of Olympism. The Olympic Games are where the Olympic values of peace and respect come to life.”

01.48 Table-tennis stars play in exhibition match, with DPRK and KOR players on the same side. A point is played and ends with crowd applause.
02:05 SOUNDBITE: Thomas Bach, IOC President (English Language)
“The Olympic Winter Games PyeongChang 2018 have opened up new horizons in more ways than anyone could have imagined. The best expression of this was the joint march of the athletes of the NOCs of the Republic of Korea and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea at the opening ceremony.”

02:31 SOUNDBITE: Thomas Bach, IOC President (English Language)
So, the IOC committed to continue to support the peace process on the Korean Peninsula, also after the Olympic Flame from PyeongChang has been extinguished. Sport must continue to build bridges and show what it can do to bring people together.

02.53 Table-tennis players sign photo of them and Thomas Bach

03.06 Players sign small table-table tennis bat
03.10 Players sign large table-tennis bat and then pose for a group photo with the bat

03.25 SOUNDBITE: Thomas Bach, IOC President (English Language)
“Today, we have brought together delegations and top-level table tennis athletes from North and South Korea, as well as from China and Japan, as the next Olympic hosts and neighbouring countries of the Korean Peninsula.”

03.49 Shot of crowds
03.52 Shot of Thomas Bach IOC President playing table tennis
03.58 Thomas Bach IOC President winning a table tennis shot against Ms Kim Song of The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
04.12 Table-tennis players mingling and shaking hands with Thomas Bach post-game, who shows the signed bat
04.25 Table-tennis players pose for a group photo
04.35 Shots of tango dancers
04.52 Wide shots of tango stage and crowds
04.56 END